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Nowadays, Nintendo is actually a main actor in the videogame market. The firm has an international reputation and is known all over the world. Nintendo can be defined as an innovative, entertaining and qualitative company. Nintendo has got a real “savoir faire” and always brings new ideas that tend to be imitated by its competitors.



I. History Nintendo was founded in 1889 in the town of Kyoto in Japan. Nowadays, the headquarters are still located in Kyoto. The original activity of the company was to manufacture and to sell playing cards. During the twentieth century, the firm tried to diversify its activities by setting up a taxi company, a "love hotel" chain, a TV network or a food company. During the 70’s when heralded the electronic era, Nintendo began to manufacture videogames. In 1981, Nintendo released the first product of its game & watch collection: “Donkey Kong” which was an electronic game. It was the first time the company began to gain notoriety among people. Since this time, Nintendo continues to act in videogame market. The first real success of Nintendo came with the release of the Famicom (Family computer) in 1983.
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II. Nintendo’s international policy Nintendo Company Limited, the main branch of the company, is based in Kyoto. Before 1985 Nintendo aimed only the Japanese market but in 1985 Nintendo decided to release the Famicom in the US market under the name of NES (Nintendo Entertainment System). The product was well sold and Nintendo decided to release its product in Europe (France, England and Germany) in 1986. The firm began to develop and to grow fast. Many divisions through the world were



created:



Nintendo



America



in



Redmond (in the state of Washington), Nintendo Canada in Richmond (in British Columbia)



and



Großostheim



in



Nintendo Germany



Europe



in



(Nintendo



France a sub division of Nintendo Europe is located at Cergy Pontoise). Other important divisions are based in Brazil, Australia, China and Korea. Each local division has its own marketing strategy, decision making and production capacity. Nintendo is well implanted in the world, and it is one of its strengths.
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III. Important personalities of Nintendo Hiroshi Yamauchi: The former president is the icon of the Nintendo spirit. He’s a descendant of the company’s founder Fusajiro Yamauchi. He’s the man who brought Nintendo into videogames and he led the firm for 50 years. He decided to retire himself in 2002.



Satoru Iwata: He is the actual President and CEO since 2002 after Yamauchi’s retirement. At present, he takes the most important decisions.



Shigeru Miyamoto: is known as the “Spielberg” of videogames. He leads the Nintendo Entertainment Analysis and



Development, one of the most prestigious team of Nintendo with more than 400 people working for him. He is very famous because he is the creator of the ultra known character: Mario. Each game that Nintendo creates is supervised by Mr. Miyamoto. In March 2006, his work for Nintendo was rewarded by the French government: The French culture minister, Renaud Donnedieu, granted him the title “Chevalier des arts et des lettres”.



Mario, Link and Zelda: These 3 virtual characters are the icons of Nintendo. Each game includind one of this characters is assured to have success (more than one million units sold in the world). Mario is an Italian plumber with a red cap, he can jump very high and his main goal in his life is to eat mushrooms and collect coins. Link is a combative elf wearing green clothes with his shield and his legendary sword Excalibur; he must always save his kingdom and the
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princess Zelda. For more than twenty years these characters have made dream many players all over the world.



IV. Nintendo products The principal activity of Nintendo is to manufacture and to sell game systems. There are two different types of game systems: videogame consoles, usually played in the living room with a television and handheld game consoles that can be played everywhere. The consoles are classified according to their calculation capacities: 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 bits structure. Depending on these criteria, the power of the console can be known.



Video game consoles: NES, Famicom in Japan (1983), the beginning The Nintendo Entertainment System (8 bits structure) is the very first console. The games are stored into cartridges. The controller is very simple, user-friendly and has a directive cross and two buttons. This is on this console that most of Nintendo license were born (Mario, Zelda, Metroid ...). With the NES Nintendo became famous through out the world and the videogame market began to find their customers.
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SNES, Super Famicom in Japan (1990), the domination The Entertainment



Super System



Nintendo (16



bits



structure) brought the domination of Nintendo onto the videogames market with more than 75 percent of the market share at this period. The games are more beautiful and faster than the previous generation. Players are now used to videogames and need more actions for their games. Nintendo decided to improve their controllers: it has now 4 buttons and 2 buttons upside.



N64 (1996), first signs of weaknesses The Nintendo 64 (64 bits structure) continues the Nintendo policy about player’s needs. Players always



need



innovative



concepts



that



surprise



themselves. Then, Nintendo developed the analog stick which responds to the amount of pressure done by the player. The more he will press, the more the character on the screen will go fast. But this concept will not guarantee success to Nintendo for many reasons. The first reason of weaknesses we told in the title, is that Nintendo released the Nintendo 64 too late (many releasing dates have not been respected; it took 2 years to Nintendo). During this waiting time the customers were irritated and most of them tried the newcomer’s console, the Sony Playstation, which will copy later the analog system. The second reason is that
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Nintendo kept his cartridge storage system when the CD-ROM era quickly and strongly appeared. A cartridge cost ten as much more to manufacture than the CD (a cartridge costs approximately $10 and the CD $1 at this period), that made Nintendo games more expensive than the competitors. The third reason is that some prestigious third party developers left Nintendo: Squaresoft known as the developer of the Final Fantasy saga decided to work only for Sony after 6 episodes made for Nintendo.



GC (2003), a difficult period The Game Cube (128 bits structure) has marked a severe shutout for Nintendo. Its competitors



have



clearly



taken



a



significant



advantage. Despite Nintendo was up to date with the



DVD



storage



system



many



third



party



developers have left Nintendo saying that they would sell more games developing for Sony and Microsoft. Nintendo mainly survives with the success of its own games and they have never lost their popularity.



WII (2006), the reborn The WII, last born from Nintendo, represents the new strategy applied by Nintendo. Nintendo does not want to follow its competitors into the race to the most powerful console. Nintendo bet into a new playing



concept:



the



sensitive



motion



detection. Games on the WII are not as
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beautiful as other games on others consoles but they are more users friendly. Nintendo wants to diversify the type of its customers, targeting categories of people that are not used to play videogames. For the moment, numbers are optimistic and it could help Nintendo to comeback in the videogame industry.



Video game handheld consoles: GB (1989) and GBA (2001) The Gameboy is definitely the biggest success of Nintendo. The object is very simple: the Gameboy only displays in black and white color. The largest catalog of games with more than 2000 games provides the Gameboy and the handheld console is very cheap for this type of product. Never its competitors have managed to worry Nintendo in the handheld market. For more than 10 years the Gameboy has been unreachable and it stills continue with its new version the Gameboy Advance, its improved and colored version.



DS (2005) Ten years have passed since the release of the Gameboy. Nintendo needs to innovate to keep its customers or to gain the new generation of players. With the Dual Screen and his tactile new way of gaming Nintendo launch a new type of games called the “Touch generation”. For example a game on
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testing the age of people’s brains is available. The game consists of calculating the player’s brain age by a group of IQ tests.
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V.The competitors Historically, SEGA was the first serious competitor in the 8 and 16 bits generation. In the 90’s SEGA was the only alternative to Nintendo. In the USA, SEGA manage to take 40% of the market share with its Megadrive. But SEGA dies as a console manufacturer during the 32 bits era with the Dreamcast. The firm ran into debts and it was difficult for SEGA to hold as a console manufacturer. SEGA became later a third party developer.



SONY with its financial power managed to enter into the videogame industry during the 32 bits era. Nintendo took to much time to release a new console system and let SONY settle easily. The Playstation 1 and 2 have definitely driven SONY in front of Nintendo, the old leader.



MICROSOFT tried to enter the lucrative videogame industry during the 64 bits period with its XBOX. But it is difficult for MICROSOFT because they are newcomers and SONY and Nintendo are already well implanted. In Japan the XBOX is a total failure, the console rarely reach 1000 units sold per week. In the USA and in Europe the numbers are more promising that makes MICROSOFT a serious competitor in these 2 areas.
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VI. Nintendo: a games editor The second main activity of Nintendo is to develop games. Most of its projects are supervised by Shigeru Miyamoto. Nintendo only develops games for its own console system and never for a competitor. Nintendo has got many developer teams in Japan. The most important developer team works in Kyoto. This team counts more than 400 salary men. Nintendo has got many lucrative licenses including Mario and Zelda but also other popular games as Metroïd (the shooting space adventure) or the unexplainable Japanese success Pokemon. Each time a game is starring these characters, Nintendo is certain to find a comfortable audience due to the Nintendo fans. For its main licenses Nintendo always care to make the best effort to satisfy the fans even if it takes time. For the last Zelda game, the development took 3 years with an average of 50 people working on it. These games are very important because they make the console sold.
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VII. The customers Due to its general type of games, Nintendo mainly targets the young people and teenagers. But the company has also a large panel of fans that have grown up with Nintendo. These fans are devoted to the brand because they are used to get what they want from Nintendo, which maintain a particular attention to its customers. In Japan, Nintendo has a very good image and this market is generaly more patient with Nintendo than with Sony or Microsoft. For Nintendo, the category of young adults and hardcore gamers is harder to attract. These customers prefer to buy sport and shooting games, that is not a strength point for Nintendo. One category is free, the occasional players (parents, old people, girls, etc). Nowadays, Nintendo turns to this category with its new generation console based on simplicity, entertainment and innovation.
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VIII. SWOT Analysis Strengths: -Nintendo is well implanted in key markets (Japan, USA, Canada, France and Germany). -The brand is very popular all over the world. -Nintendo is unreachable onto the handheld consoles market. -Nintendo’s consoles mark the lowest price.



Weaknesses: -The targeted customers of Nintendo are a little bit young and the brand is considered as childish by the hardcore gamers. -Nintendo floods their customers with the same type of games (always Mario, Pokemon, etc).



Opportunities: -Nintendo has a great faculty of innovation (analog controller, rumble pack, etc). -A large number of fans are devoted to the brand (These people would buy “Nintendo” even if the product doesn’t deserve it). -Nintendo try to attract the audience that are not used to play videogames (parents, girls, etc) with simple and funny gaming concept (Touch generations on DS and Wii movement detection)
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Threats: -Nintendo’s competitors still grow up and try to acquire Nintendo’s fans. -These last few years Sony has obtained a very good image and Nintendo has some difficulties to retrieve its power (maybe with the WII).
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IX. Financial As we can see on the next diagram, Nintendo deals with lot of money. From 2002 to 2006, net sales are about $4,5 billion. The peak of 2002 is the result of Gameboy Advance sucess. The fall of 2003 corresponds with the difficulties of the Game Cube. With the success of the WII, we can predict that 2007 net sales will be high. Operating income and net income are between $500 million and $1 billion.



US dollars in thousands



5 000 000 4 500 000 4 000 000 3 500 000 3 000 000



net sales



2 500 000



operating income



2 000 000



net income



1 500 000 1 000 000 500 000 0 2002



2003
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2006



Years



Fig. 1: Financial summary 1



The next table shows us the increase of all financial items. All items tend to increase in 2006 September around 4 or 5%. This is the effect of WII!
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Quarterly (Sep '06)



Annual -2006



Net Profit Margin



23.10%



19.31%



Operating Margin



23.04%



18.18%



Return on Average Assets



12.85%



8.58%



Return on Average Equity



15.91%



10.36%



Fig. 2: Financial summary 2
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Tables and documents



This is a quick look to the videogame industry in Japan during the period of 11/12/2006 to 17/12/2006. This was a crucial period before Christmas.



Total week



Total 2006



DS



309.630



6.461.463



WII



85.439



435.397



Playstation 3



50.171



238.007



XBOX 360



35.343



145.632



Playstation 2



30.460



1.328.127



PSP



28.930



1.592.958



Total Nintendo selling score before august 2006: Gameboy



118 M



Gameboy advance



70 M



Famicom/NES



62 M



Super Nintendo



49 M



Nintendo 64



32 M



Nintendo DS



22 M



Game cube



21 M
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Score from the Mario license:
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XI. Sources http://www.vgcharts.org/ http://www.legend-nintendo.com/ http://www.gamekult.com/tout/actus/focus.html http://www.nintendo-europe.com http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nintendo
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